Colors and Materials

Horns
- R70 G61 B56

Leather Armor
- R66 G47 B32

Plate Detailing
- R72 G70 B75

Skin
- R123 G107 B94

Insignia
- R122 G111 B29

Insignia Detail

The Iron Bull
Character Guide
Once an agent of the Ben-Hassrath, the Iron Bull grew weary hunting opponents of the Qun. Sent to Orlais by his superiors, he now finds himself as the respected leader of the Bull's Chargers, an adept band of mercenaries. He and his Chargers are happy to hunt demons for the Inquisition, at the right price.

The Iron Bull towers over anyone and bears an impressive set of horns, even by Qunari standards. Leather armor only sporadically covers his battle-scarred body, allowing him to make massive sweeping strikes with a battleaxe. Loose pantaloons and leather boots give him plenty of agility for charging at his foes—likely their last moment standing.